Use your own control switches
Big Jack - Remote control

ART NR: 402500

Big Jack makes it easy for you to e.g. watch your
favourite channel on TV, listen to the radio, switch
on the light, open the door to visitors, or answer the
telephone.
Big Jack is a robust, programmable remote control
with several optional, external control switches that
allow you to easily manage various media devices and
functions in your environment. It has been specially
designed for people who suffer from cognitive or
motor skill disabilities, and who therefore require
large and clear control buttons.
Control buttons are available in several different
colours, and you are able to label them with pictures,
symbols or text. You are able to clearly see which
device or function you are controlling by using that
exact button.

MANAGE EVERYTHING USING EXTERNAL
CONTROL BUTTONS
Big Jack is a robust remote control that you can use
to manage your media devices and various functions
in your home.
The large, clear, outer control buttons make it easy
for you to use your TV, stereo, radio, loudspeaker,
CD-player, or to control your lights, doors, windows
and telephone.
A REMOTE CONTROL THAT CAN HANDLE ALL
YOUR NEEDS
Big Jack is programmable and can “learn” functions
via IR signals from your other remote controls,
such as remote controls for the TV, loudspeaker
system and stereo. That means that you only need
to use one remote control to manage all your
devices and functions.

EASY TO USE

AUTOMATICALLY CONTROL A SERIES OF
EVENTS

It could not get simpler than that.

You can connect up to six different control buttons
on your Big Jack. They are available in several
different colours, and you can label them with
pictures, symbols or text to simply show exactly
what each button does.

You can create sequences that allow a single button
to replace an entire series of button pushes, and
which automatically start a series of events. This
would, for example, make it easier to find a specific
teletext channel, your favourite TV show on SVT-play,
or a film channel.
An additional application could be that the sound
on the TV switches off when you answer your door’s
intercom.
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User manual.
Batteries and control buttons must be ordered
separately.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PRODUCT		

ART NR

Size			
140 x 100 x 38 mm
Weight			280 g
Coverage		
20 - 30 m
Input sockets		
6 x 3,5 mm

Big Jack IR-6SP		

402500

ACCESSORIES
			

Pikobutton 30 mm, Red
Pikobutton 50 mm, Red
Extension cable 3,5 mm
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